Induction of diverse cardiac cell types by reprogramming fibroblasts with cardiac transcription factors
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ABSTRACT
Various combinations of cardiogenic transcription factors, including Gata4 (G), Hand2 (H), MeF2c (M) and Tbx5 (T), can reprogram fibroblasts into induced cardiac-like myocytes (iCLMs) in vitro and in vivo. Given that optimal cardiac function relies on distinct yet functionally interconnected atrial, ventricular and pacemaker (PM) cardiomyocytes (CMs), it remains to be seen which subtypes are generated by direct reprogramming and whether this process can be harnessed to produce a specific CM of interest. Here, we employ a PM-specific Hcn4-GFP reporter mouse and a spectrum of CM subtype-specific markers to investigate the range of cellular phenotypes generated by reprogramming of primary fibroblasts. Unexpectedly, we find that a combination of four transcription factors (4F) optimized for Hcn4-GFP expression does not generate beating PM cells due to inadequate sarcomeric protein expression and organization. However, applying strict single-cell criteria to GHMT-reprogrammed cells, we observe induction of diverse cellular phenotypes, including those resembling immature forms of all three major cardiac subtypes (i.e. atrial, ventricular and pacemaker). In addition, we demonstrate that cells induced by GHMT are directly reprogrammed and do not arise from an Nxk2.5+ progenitor cell intermediate. Taken together, our results suggest a remarkable degree of plasticity inherent to GHMT reprogramming and provide a starting point for optimization of CM subtype-specific reprogramming protocols.
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INTRODUCTION
The canonical view of development depicts lineage specification as a unidirectional process, beginning with pluripotent progenitor cells that progressively differentiate into specialized cell types with restricted potential. Recent studies, however, have directly refuted a simple linear model of lineage specification. Yamanaka and colleagues demonstrated that overexpression of four transcription factors (Oct4/Sox2/Klf4/Myc; OSKM) was sufficient to unlock the restricted potential of committed cells by directly reprogramming differentiated fibroblasts into induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells (Takahashi and Yamanaka, 2006).

Building on this reprogramming paradigm, Ieda and colleagues showed that the combination of Gata4, MeF2c and Tbx5 (GMT) can generate cardiomyocyte-like cells, albeit with low efficiency (Ieda et al., 2010). These cells display many of the key features of bona fide cardiomyocytes (CMs), including expression of sarcomeric genes, spontaneous beating activity, calcium oscillations and characteristic action potentials. Interestingly, follow-up studies have revealed that many different combinations of transcription factors, including GHMT (H; Hand2), can function to reprogram fibroblasts into CM-like cells in vitro (Addis et al., 2013; Christoforou et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2013; Nam et al., 2013; Protze et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012; Wada et al., 2013). Based on these results, several groups subsequently demonstrated direct reprogramming of activated fibroblasts toward a cardiac phenotype in vivo (Inagawa et al., 2012; Jayawardena et al., 2012; Mathison et al., 2012; Qian et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012). Taken together, these studies provide a basis for converting fibroblasts into CMs in vivo to treat a variety of cardiovascular disorders.

In addition to potential therapeutic applications, cardiac reprogramming represents a platform to dissect the molecular details of cardiomyogenesis. Although direct cardiac reprogramming is intriguing as a model system, several important hurdles remain to be addressed. Currently, the estimated efficiency of generating reprogrammed CMs is ~1% based on spontaneous beating activity as a measure of functionality (Ieda et al., 2010). Given that reprogrammed CMs rapidly exit the cell cycle and thus cannot be expanded in culture, the generation of adequate numbers of cells will be crucial for both investigational and therapeutic applications. Furthermore, as most successful CM reprogramming protocols generate immature cell types, this system is currently more suitable for studies aimed at understanding lineage specification rather than the acquisition of mature CM-like properties. Specifically, the question of whether CM reprogramming can be modulated to generate specific cardiac cell types (i.e. atrial, ventricular and pacemaker) remains to be explored. To address this issue, however, we must possess expedient and robust methods to identify and quantify specific cardiac cell types.

Here, we utilize a pacemaker (PM)-specific reporter mouse to investigate the range of CMs generated by direct reprogramming of fibroblasts. Using primary fibroblasts derived from this transgenic line, we identified a four-transcription factor combination (4F) that robustly activates Hcn4-GFP expression. However, 4F-mediated reprogramming does not generate cells with spontaneous beating activity, a cardinal feature of PM cells. By analyzing endogenous CMs, we uncover that sarcomeric protein expression is a key property of PM cells, and we identify a panel of CM subtype-specific markers that reliably distinguish individual endogenous cell types – atrial, ventricular and PM. Applying these immunostaining criteria to GHMT-reprogrammed fibroblasts, we find that immature forms of each CM subtype are induced. Based on our observation...
that spontaneously beating cells possess well-organized sarcomere structures, we re-calculate the reprogramming efficiency of GHMT and quantitate individual cardiac cell types generated during this process. Finally, we demonstrate that individual reprogrammed beating cells display unique action potentials that correlate retrospectively with subtype-specific immunostaining characteristics. Taken together, our results suggest an unanticipated degree of plasticity inherent to GHMT reprogramming and provide a method for assessing directed efforts to generate individual cardiac subtypes selectively.

RESULTS

Selected reprogramming factors activate Hcn4 reporter expression but fail to generate PM cells

Based on anatomical positions, gene expression patterns and unique electrical properties, there are three major types of CMs in the heart: atrial, ventricular and PM. PM CMs can be found in the sinoatrial node (SAN), which is located at the junction of the superior vena cava and right atrium (Munshi, 2012). PM CMs generate spontaneous action potentials that sequentially activate atrial and ventricular myocardium to optimize the timing of cardiac contraction. Thus, highly coordinated activity of all three CM subtypes is required for effective circulation. Previous studies have clearly demonstrated that the core cardiac transcription factors can reprogram fibroblasts into CM-like cells. It is unclear, however, which cardiac subtype is preferentially induced by current protocols or whether a specific cardiac subtype can be directed by a direct reprogramming approach. Thus, we aimed to generate induced PM (iPM) myocytes by forced expression of selected lineage-specifying transcription factors in primary fibroblasts rather than mature atrial or ventricular myocytes (Bakker et al., 2012; Kapoor et al., 2013). As a first step toward this goal, we sought to develop a reliable reporter system that faithfully marks PM cells, thereby allowing us to perform initial large-scale screening experiments. In vivo, the SAN and AVN function as the dominant sites of PM activity, due in large part to expression of the Hcn4 potassium channel. Given the importance of Hcn4 for PM function, we therefore obtained Hcn4-GFP reporter mice created for the GENSAT Project (Gong et al., 2003) and confirmed that GFP is robustly expressed in the SAN of neonatal and adult mice (Fig. 1A). In order to characterize presumptive Hcn4+ SAN cells, we isolated CMs from the right atrium of Hcn4-GFP reporter mice at P0-P1. Importantly, we found by immunostaining that Hcn4-GFP co-localized with endogenous Hcn4 (Fig. 1B), thus confirming that Hcn4-GFP faithfully recapitulates endogenous Hcn4 expression.

To determine the electrical identity of individual cell types, we performed patch clamping on Hcn4-GFP+ and Hcn4-GFP− atrial CMs isolated from Hcn4-GFP reporter mice. All Hcn4-GFP+ CMs exhibited unstimulated action potentials with typical features of PM cells, including spontaneous diastolic depolarization (Fig. 1C, top). By contrast, most Hcn4-GFP− CMs required an electrical stimulus to elicit an action potential, with characteristics consistent with working atrial CMs (Fig. 1C, bottom). Furthermore, quantitative analysis of individual action potential parameters demonstrated that Hcn4-GFP+ cells conform to PM CM characteristics, whereas Hcn4-GFP− cells resemble atrial CMs (Fig. 1D). Taken together, these results clearly show that Hcn4-GFP marks genuine PM CMs that can be readily distinguished from surrounding Hcn4-GFP− atrial CMs.

Given that Hcn4-GFP faithfully reports Hcn4 expression in bona fide PM cells in vivo, we sought to define the optimal combination of transcription factors that would robustly activate the Hcn4-GFP reporter in transgenic fibroblasts as a first step towards reprogramming PM CMs (Fig. 2A). Thus, we constructed retroviral expression vectors for 20 candidate transcription factors based on previous literature (Munshi, 2012) and our own observations (data not shown). When all 20 factors (20F) were introduced into Hcn4-GFP fibroblasts, we found that ~15% were GFP+, whereas uninfected or empty vector-infected controls did not give rise to GFP+ cells (Fig. 2B,D). Subsequently, we performed an extensive single-factor subtraction screening to exclude inhibitory factors for PM reprogramming (data not shown). Through such reiterative screening experiments, we found an optimal combination of four factors (4F: Gata6, Tbx3, Tbx5 and Rarg or Rxra)
that activated Hcn4-GFP reporter expression in up to 40% of transduced cells (Fig. 2C,D).

To ensure that Hcn4-GFP fibroblasts underwent genuine reprogramming, we performed qPCR analysis on cells that were transduced with 4F. These experiments demonstrated that 4F transduction of fibroblasts resulted in robust expression of the endogenous Hcn4 gene and concomitant repression of multiple fibroblast-specific genes (Fig. 2E), suggesting that Hcn4-GFP expression reflects lineage reprogramming rather than merely reporter gene activation. Although Hcn4 activation is consistent with reprogramming towards a PM-like phenotype, the ultimate measure of PM functionality in vitro is spontaneous beating activity, as observed in endogenous Hcn4-GFP+ PM cells and subsequently confirmed by intracellular recordings (Fig. 1C). In this regard, we were unable to identify a single, spontaneously beating cell following 4F transduction, regardless of the type of fibroblast (i.e. mouse tail tip, cardiac and embryonic) or duration in culture (up to 12 weeks). Moreover, we performed patch-clamping on individual Hcn4-GFP+ cells reprogrammed by 4F (n=6), and we were unable to detect any electrical activity, even after providing a depolarizing stimulus (supplementary material Fig. S1). Thus, we conclude that, whereas 4F induction efficiently reprograms Hcn4 gene expression, this combination of transcription factors is insufficient to generate functional PM cells.

Endogenous PM cells express sarcomeric proteins
As we observed robust expression of Hcn4 and gene expression changes consistent with genuine reprogramming in 4F-transduced cells, we reasoned that certain properties of endogenous PM cells remained uncaptured by relying on the Hcn4-GFP reporter gene alone. Therefore, we performed detailed analysis of endogenous PM cells to identify key characteristics that we could incorporate into future screening assays. From a functional standpoint, PM cells are uniquely specialized for spontaneous depolarization rather than contraction. Given this specialization, however, previous studies have not clearly addressed whether PM cells exhibit a highly organized contractile apparatus similar to working atrial and ventricular CMs (Bleeker et al., 1980; Kapoor et al., 2013). Thus, in order to develop rigorous criteria for defining the PM phenotype, we first sought to determine whether PM cells express contractile proteins and to evaluate the extent to which they form organized sarcomeric structures.

To examine whether sarcomere proteins are expressed and organized properly in PM cells, we conducted immunocytochemistry experiments on right atrial cells isolated from Hcn4-GFP reporter mice. Both Hcn4-GFP+ and Hcn4-GFP+ right atrial cells displayed well-organized sarcomeric structures as determined by expression of the sarcomeric proteins α-actinin and cardiac troponin-T (cTnT) (Fig. 3A-C). Hcn4-GFP+ atrial cells, which we defined as PM CMs by direct intracellular recordings (Fig. 1C), unequivocally showed sarcomere structures labeled by α-actinin and cTnT.

We further analyzed endogenous PM cells by immunostaining with other cardiac markers. We confirmed that the atrial marker Nppa was excluded from Hcn4-GFP+ cells (Mommersteeg et al., 2007), although it was strongly expressed in Hcn4-GFP+ atrial cells (Fig. 3A,B). By contrast, the atrial marker My17 did not clearly distinguish Hcn4-GFP+ atrial myocytes from Hcn4-GFP+ SAN cells (supplementary material Fig. S2), although both atrial markers...
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GhMT reprograms fibroblasts into Hcn4-GFP+/cTnT+ cells with varying degrees of sarcomere organization

Based on our findings that endogenous PM cells express both Hcn4 and sarcomeric proteins, we re-evaluated how 4F, the transcription factor combination optimized for Hcn4-GFP expression, performs with these revised criteria, using two-color flow cytometry on reprogrammed cells labeled with anti-GFP and anti-cTnT antibodies. Interestingly, whereas fibroblasts expressed Hcn4-GFP following 4F transduction, they did not display measurable levels of cTnT (Fig. 4A,C). As a comparison, we performed similar two-color flow cytometry on GHMT-transduced fibroblasts and unexpectedly found a significant fraction of reprogrammed cells that expressed both Hcn4-GFP and cTnT (Fig. 4B,C). Combined with our prior observation that 4F transduction does not form spontaneously beating cells, we conclude that the absence of sarcomeric gene expression during reprogramming precludes complete lineage conversion to a PM phenotype. In addition, this result suggested an unexpected potential for GHMT to induce a PM phenotype.

Consistent with the finding that GHMT transduction results in sarcomere protein expression, we observed that a small subset of reprogrammed cells (0.0-0.16%) displayed spontaneous beating activity as shown in previous studies (Addis et al., 2013; Ieda et al., 2010; Song et al., 2012). To assess whether sarcomere structure correlates with spontaneous beating activity, we performed retrospective immunostaining with α-actinin on these rare, beating cells. In each spontaneously beating cell for which retrospective immunostaining with α-actinin on these rare, beating cells, we conclude that the absence of sarcomeric gene expression during reprogramming precludes complete lineage conversion to a PM phenotype. In addition, this result suggested an unexpected potential for GHMT to induce a PM phenotype.

Consistent with the finding that GHMT transduction results in sarcomere protein expression, we observed that a small subset of reprogrammed cells (0.0-0.16%) displayed spontaneous beating activity as shown in previous studies (Addis et al., 2013; Ieda et al., 2010; Song et al., 2012). To assess whether sarcomere structure correlates with spontaneous beating activity, we performed retrospective immunostaining with α-actinin on these rare, beating cells. In each spontaneously beating cell for which retrospective immunostaining with α-actinin on these rare, beating cells, we conclude that the absence of sarcomeric gene expression during reprogramming precludes complete lineage conversion to a PM phenotype. In addition, this result suggested an unexpected potential for GHMT to induce a PM phenotype.

Consistent with the finding that GHMT transduction results in sarcomere protein expression, we observed that a small subset of reprogrammed cells (0.0-0.16%) displayed spontaneous beating activity as shown in previous studies (Addis et al., 2013; Ieda et al., 2010; Song et al., 2012). To assess whether sarcomere structure correlates with spontaneous beating activity, we performed retrospective immunostaining with α-actinin on these rare, beating cells. In each spontaneously beating cell for which retrospective immunostaining with α-actinin on these rare, beating cells, we conclude that the absence of sarcomeric gene expression during reprogramming precludes complete lineage conversion to a PM phenotype. In addition, this result suggested an unexpected potential for GHMT to induce a PM phenotype.

Consistent with the finding that GHMT transduction results in sarcomere protein expression, we observed that a small subset of reprogrammed cells (0.0-0.16%) displayed spontaneous beating activity as shown in previous studies (Addis et al., 2013; Ieda et al., 2010; Song et al., 2012). To assess whether sarcomere structure correlates with spontaneous beating activity, we performed retrospective immunostaining with α-actinin on these rare, beating cells. In each spontaneously beating cell for which retrospective immunostaining with α-actinin on these rare, beating cells, we conclude that the absence of sarcomeric gene expression during reprogramming precludes complete lineage conversion to a PM phenotype. In addition, this result suggested an unexpected potential for GHMT to induce a PM phenotype.
Reprogramming of fibroblasts with GHMT generates diverse cardiomyocyte cell types

Previous population-based gene expression analyses of GHMT-reprogrammed cells were most consistent with an atrial-like fate (Song et al., 2012). Based on our results demonstrating a sizeable population of putative Hcn4-GFP+/cTnT+ iPM cells induced by GHMT (Fig. 4B), however, we re-evaluated the potential of GHMT to induce diverse cardiac phenotypes. Using the immunostaining criteria for CM subtypes established above (Fig. 3G), we investigated the subtype identity of CMs induced by GHMT-mediated reprogramming. To assess whether MEFs can be reprogrammed into atrial and PM CMs, we evaluated the expression of α-actinin, Nppa and Hcn4-GFP in reprogrammed cells derived from Hcn4-GFP reporter mice. Consistent with the flow cytometry data (Fig. 4B), we identified a subset of reprogrammed cells that co-expressed Hcn4-GFP and α-actinin, suggesting that these cells resemble PM CMs (Fig. 6A). Importantly, the atrial marker Nppa was excluded from presumptive PM-like myocytes (iPMs) (Fig. 6A). By contrast, we observed atrial-like myocytes (iAMs) that co-expressed Nppa and α-actinin in the absence of Hcn4-GFP (Fig. 6B). Furthermore, presumptive iAMs co-stained for Nppa and Myl7 but not for Hcn4-GFP, further substantiating that GHMT-mediated reprogramming generates atrial-like cells (supplementary material Fig. S4). Similarly, we performed multiplex immunostaining on GHMT-reprogrammed MEFs for Hcn4-GFP, α-actinin and the ventricular marker Myl2 to determine whether ventricular CMs can be induced by GHMT (Fig. 6C). We found that a subset of reprogrammed cells were α-actinin+/Hcn4-GFP+/Myl2−, similar to endogenous ventricular CMs. Taken together, these findings suggest that GHMT-mediated reprogramming is able to generate diverse cardiac phenotypes that mimic atrial, PM and ventricular CMs as defined by our multiplex immunostaining approach.

To quantify the potential of GHMT to induce multiple cardiac subtypes, we assessed the percentage of sarcomere+ cells that constitute each individual subtype determined by multiplex immunostaining. Using this stringent approach, ~32% of reprogrammed cells displaying organized sarcomeres also expressed Hcn4-GFP, indicating that nearly a third of directly reprogrammed fibroblasts adopt a PM-like or immature non-working CM identity (Fig. 6D). Among the remaining sarcomere+ reprogrammed cells, ~35% expressed the atrial marker Nppa (Fig. 6E), whereas ~22% were Myl2+ ventricular-like cells (Fig. 6F). Collectively, these experiments demonstrate that GHMT-mediated reprogramming generates unexpected CM diversity (summarized in Fig. 6G and H) based on our rigorous immunostaining criteria.

To test whether the acquisition of cell-type characteristics during cardiac reprogramming is time dependent, we performed two-color (cTnT and Hcn4-GFP) flow cytometry analysis on GHMT-reprogrammed fibroblasts at various time points (supplementary material Fig. S5A). These experiments demonstrated that the percentage of reprogrammed cells expressing either cTnT alone or both cTnT and Hcn4-GFP increased in a time-dependent fashion (supplementary material Fig. S5B), although the ratio of cTnT+/Hcn4-GFP+ cells relative to the total population of cTnT+ cells remained surprisingly constant (supplementary material Fig. S5C). To evaluate more rigorously the time dependence of individual CM subtypes at the single-cell level, we applied our multiplex immunostaining criteria to GHMT-reprogrammed cells at various time points. Consistent with the flow cytometry data, we found that formation of iAMs, iVMs and iPMs increased in a time-dependent manner (supplementary material Fig. S6A), whereas their relative proportions

Collectively, these experiments indicate that functional CM reprogramming relies upon proper sarcomere organization and that subtype specificity is likely to require the additional expression of a specialized cadre of unique proteins.

Given the remarkable degree of sarcomeric structural diversity induced by GHMT transduction, we sought to re-assess reprogramming efficiency based on a rigorous definition of sarcomere organization. Using this stringent approach, we found that ~1.2% of fibroblasts transduced with GHMT developed an organized sarcomeric structure (Fig. 5C). Although ~10-30% of GHMT-reprogrammed fibroblasts were shown by flow cytometry or immunocytochemistry to express cTnT (Ieda et al., 2010; Nam et al., 2013; Song et al., 2012), only a small subset of these cells demonstrate well-organized sarcomeric structures (Fig. 5B), suggesting that the overwhelming majority of fibroblasts either fail to undergo complete reprogramming or remain in an immature state.

Fig. 4. GHMT, but not 4F, reprograms fibroblasts into Hcn4-GFP+/cTnT+ cells. (A,B) Representative flow cytometry plots for analyses of both Hcn4-GFP and cTnT, induced by 4F (A) and GHMT (B) in MEFs after 10 days of transduction. The indicated combination of transcription factors were transduced into MEFs isolated from Hcn4-GFP reporter mice. Cells transduced with empty vector or uninfected cells were used as a control. Percentages of cells expressing both markers are indicated in the right upper quadrants of plots. (C) Summary of flow cytometry experiments for 4F and GHMT. Three (for 4F) and ten (for GHMT) independent experiments are presented as mean±s.d. *P<0.0005.
remained constant throughout the time course (supplementary material Fig. S6B).

Our immunostaining experiments on directly reprogrammed MEFs suggest that multiple potential CM subtypes are formed: iAMs, iVMs (induced ventricular-like myocytes) and iPMMs (induced PM-like myocytes). To confirm these observations, we performed patch clamping on individual, spontaneously contracting iCLMs (induced cardiac-like myocytes) (supplementary material Movies 7-13). The action potential of a typical Hcn4-GFP+ iPM (supplementary material Movies 7-13) resembled the spontaneous PM action potential of an endogenous Hcn4-GFP+ SAN cell, including prominent diastolic depolarization, smaller amplitude and slower upstroke velocity compared with working CMs (Fig. 7A, top). However, the spontaneous firing rate of the Hcn4-GFP+ iPM was slower and the action potential duration was longer than endogenous PM cells, indicating that the phenotypic conversion of fibroblasts to PM CMs by GHMT remains incomplete and might require additional factor(s).

Immediately after patch clamping, we performed multiplex immunostaining on the same cell whose action potential was recorded to confirm expression of the expected panel of markers (Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Nppa−) (Fig. 7A, bottom). Beating Hcn4-GFP+ iCLMs (supplementary material Movies 8,9) were similarly classified into atrial- and ventricular-like, based on their action potential characteristics. The action potential of a typical iAM (Fig. 7B, top) had a shorter duration and faster spontaneous rate than iVMs (Fig. 7C, top). Although the action potential of this iAM was wider than that of neonatal atrial myocytes (compare Fig. 7B with bottom of Fig. 1C), other iAMs displayed action potentials with a triangular shape (supplementary material Fig. S7, top), similar to endogenous atrial CMs. By contrast, iVMs showed a more prominent plateau phase compared with iAMs (Fig. 7C; supplementary material Figs S8-S10, top). Moreover, GHMT-induced iVMs displayed action potentials with a prolonged duration and slow spontaneous rate, similar to endogenous ventricular CMs (supplementary material Fig. S11). Collectively, our patch-clamping studies independently confirm that GHMT-mediated reprogramming generates diverse CM subtypes, and retrospective immunostaining of patch-clamped cells verified their subtype identity (atrial: Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Nppa−, ventricular: Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Myl2+, atrial: Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Nppa−, Fig. 7B and supplementary material Fig. S7, bottom; ventricular: Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Myl2+, Fig. 7C and supplementary material Figs. S8-S10, bottom). However, it is important to emphasize that the electrophysiological properties of iAMs, iVMs and iPMMs reprogrammed by GHMT are far from identical to those demonstrated in native CMs, as summarized in the supplementary material Table S1. Taken together, these studies show that GHMT reprograms fibroblasts into heterogeneous cell types that resemble specific CM subtypes, although these diverse iCLMs have not yet acquired all the functional properties of endogenous cells.

GHMT-reprogrammed PM-like cells do not arise from Nkx2.5+ cardiac progenitor cells

Recent studies have demonstrated that Hcn4 is expressed in the first heart field (FHF) during early embryogenesis (E7.5–E12.5) and becomes restricted to the cardiac conduction system by E16.5 (Liang et al., 2013; Spater et al., 2013). As expected, Hcn4-GFP reporter mice follow a similar pattern of developmental expression (Fig. 1A; supplementary material Fig. S12). Given the broad Hcn4 expression pattern during early heart development, we analyzed whether Hcn4-GFP+ reprogrammed cells represented genuine PM cells or merely FHF cells with embryonic action potentials. Prior studies have shown that GMT-mediated reprogramming does not involve a Mesp1+ mesodermal or Isl1+ second heart field (SHF) progenitor intermediate. Nkx2-5 is co-expressed with Hcn4 in FHF cells, but the Nkx2-5+ lineage does not give rise to Hcn4+ PM cells (Fig. 8A) (Liang et al., 2013). Although the exact origin of SAN PM cells remains uncertain (Bressan et al., 2013), Nkx2.5 is a reliable negative marker of these cells (Fig. 8A) (Mommersteeg et al., 2007). Therefore, if reprogrammed cells are...
merely embryonic FHF cells (Fig. 8Ba), then they will co-express Nkx2.5 and Hcn4. Even if reprogrammed cells are not embryonic FHF cells, they might have derived from such progenitor cells at some point during the reprogramming process (Fig. 8Bb). Lineage tracing with Nkx2.5Cre−/− mice can address both of these possibilities and simultaneously demonstrate that Hcn4-GFP + cells are directly reprogrammed iPMs (Fig. 8Bc).

To definitively evaluate whether GHMT-reprogrammed Hcn4-GFP + cells are embryonic FHF cells or form via a FHF progenitor cell intermediate, we reprogrammed fibroblasts derived from Hcn4-GFP +; Nkx2.5Cre−/−; Rosa26MTsu+ triple-heterozygous mice. We found that Hcn4-GFP does not co-localize with Tomato expression (Fig. 8C), strongly supporting the notion that Hcn4-GFP + cells represent directly reprogrammed PM cells rather than FHF cells. Moreover, this experiment demonstrates that Hcn4-GFP + cells do not derive from Nkx2.5 + progenitor cells. Interestingly, we counted a total of 213 Tomato + cells without encountering a single cell that co-localizes with α-actinin, suggesting that iAMs and iVMs also do not pass through an Nkx2.5 + progenitor cell. Further supporting the notion that Hcn4-GFP + reprogrammed cells are not progenitor cells, we observed that GHMT-reprogrammed cells exit the cell cycle immediately following retroviral transduction (Fig. 8D). As progenitor cells by definition must exhibit some degree of proliferation and self-renewal, we believe that Hcn4-GFP + cells do not possess typical progenitor cell characteristics. Taken together, our experimental evidence suggests that GHMT reprograms fibroblasts directly into Hcn4-GFP + iPMS rather than FHF progenitor cells.

DISCUSSION
Various combinations of transcription factors have been shown to activate aspects of the cardiac phenotype when expressed in fibroblasts (Addis et al., 2013; Christoforou et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2013; Ieda, 2013; Nam et al., 2013; Song et al., 2012; Wada et al., 2013), but the potential diversity of cardiac cell types generated by this reprogramming approach has not been rigorously explored. Here, we established a multiplex immunostaining assay in combination with a PM-specific reporter mouse to distinguish individual endogenous cell types – atrial, ventricular and PM. Using this approach, we show that activation of Hcn4-GFP reporter expression alone is insufficient to identify functional PM CMs reprogrammed by selected transcription factors, due in part to a lack of contractile protein expression and sarcomere organization. Unexpectedly, we uncovered a remarkable degree of CM diversity generated by reprogramming fibroblasts with GHMT. Finally, we demonstrate that GHMT-mediated reprogramming of Hcn4-GFP + iPMS is direct and does not involve an Nkx2.5 + progenitor cell intermediate. Taken together, our studies establish direct CM reprogramming as a tool for understanding cardiac subtype specification and as a potential vehicle for generating individual CM subtypes.

Bottlenecks for efficient cardiomyocyte generation by direct reprogramming
Collectively, our study highlights several bottlenecks during the CM reprogramming process that require further investigation (Fig. 9). Initial estimates of reprogramming efficiency determined by single-label flow cytometry suggested that cardiac reprogramming occurred in ~20% of the initial fibroblasts (Ieda et al., 2010; Song et al., 2012) (Fig. 4B). Although this figure is likely to overestimate the efficiency of functional conversion, it remains unclear why only ~20% of fibroblasts are reprogrammed. This inefficiency might be due to suboptimal viral delivery of transcription factors or might reflect the requirement of a precise stoichiometry of transcription factors, which...
As the reprogramming potential of fibroblasts from various sources can differ substantially, we tested whether GHMT-mediated reprogramming of, for example, adult cardiac fibroblasts also displayed phenotypic diversity. Whereas atrial-like (Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Nppa+ or Hen4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Myl7+) and PM-like (Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin-/Nppa+ or Hen4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Myl12-) cells could be induced with GHMT (supplementary material Figs S13,S14), we were unable to identify ventricular-like Myl2+ cells in these experiments (supplementary material Fig. S15), indicating that GHMT is unable to overcome epigenetic barriers that prevent adult fibroblasts from adopting a ventricular phenotype. Based on previous studies suggesting induction of the ventricular phenotype by direct reprogramming in vivo (Qian et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012), we speculate that the ventricular environment might allow fibroblasts to clear specific epigenetic hurdles required for iVM reprogramming. In addition, it is likely that each combination of reprogramming factors used for direct cardiac reprogramming (Addis et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2012; Christoforou et al., 2012; Ieda et al., 2010; Jayawardena et al., 2012; Protze et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012) has its distinctive potential for subtype specification. Interestingly, our observation that embryonic and adult cardiac fibroblasts differ in their reprogramming potential confirms the notion that the cell source plays an important role in the acquisition of cardiac cell-type identity.

Among the 1% of original fibroblasts that ultimately assemble sarcomeres, GHMT induces immature forms of all three cardiac subtypes – atrial, ventricular and PM – at roughly equal proportions. This observation suggests that a remarkable degree of plasticity is hard-wired into iCLMs generated by GHMT. Furthermore, we surmise that a ‘ground-state’ GHMT-reprogrammed iCLM can be manipulated to favor formation of a specific subtype. The details of how cardiac subtype-specific reprogramming can be accomplished, however, remain to be elucidated. Nevertheless, several potential manipulations can be envisioned, including additional transcription factors, key small molecules or other, as yet uncharacterized features inherent to GHMT-reprogrammed cells is distinct from the plasticity observed in progenitor cells, given that iCLMs do not arise from the Nkx2.5+ lineage. Whether a plastic iCLM intermediate exists and

As the reprogramming potential of fibroblasts from various sources can differ substantially, we tested whether GHMT-mediated reprogramming of, for example, adult cardiac fibroblasts also displayed phenotypic diversity. Whereas atrial-like (Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Nppa+ or Hen4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Myl7+) and PM-like (Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin-/Nppa+ or Hen4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Myl12-) cells could be induced with GHMT (supplementary material Figs S13,S14), we were unable to identify ventricular-like Myl2+ cells in these experiments (supplementary material Fig. S15), indicating that GHMT is unable to overcome epigenetic barriers that prevent adult fibroblasts from adopting a ventricular phenotype. Based on previous studies suggesting induction of the ventricular phenotype by direct reprogramming in vivo (Qian et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012), we speculate that the ventricular environment might allow fibroblasts to clear specific epigenetic hurdles required for iVM reprogramming. In addition, it is likely that each combination of reprogramming factors used for direct cardiac reprogramming (Addis et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2012; Christoforou et al., 2012; Ieda et al., 2010; Jayawardena et al., 2012; Protze et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012) has its distinctive potential for subtype specification. Interestingly, our observation that embryonic and adult cardiac fibroblasts differ in their reprogramming potential confirms the notion that the cell source plays an important role in the acquisition of cardiac cell-type identity.
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As the reprogramming potential of fibroblasts from various sources can differ substantially, we tested whether GHMT-mediated reprogramming of, for example, adult cardiac fibroblasts also displayed phenotypic diversity. Whereas atrial-like (Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Nppa+ or Hen4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Myl7+) and PM-like (Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin-/Nppa+ or Hen4-GFP+/α-actinin+/Myl12-) cells could be induced with GHMT (supplementary material Figs S13,S14), we were unable to identify ventricular-like Myl2+ cells in these experiments (supplementary material Fig. S15), indicating that GHMT is unable to overcome epigenetic barriers that prevent adult fibroblasts from adopting a ventricular phenotype. Based on previous studies suggesting induction of the ventricular phenotype by direct reprogramming in vivo (Qian et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012), we speculate that the ventricular environment might allow fibroblasts to clear specific epigenetic hurdles required for iVM reprogramming. In addition, it is likely that each combination of reprogramming factors used for direct cardiac reprogramming (Addis et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2012; Christoforou et al., 2012; Ieda et al., 2010; Jayawardena et al., 2012; Protze et al., 2012; Song et al., 2012) has its distinctive potential for subtype specification. Interestingly, our observation that embryonic and adult cardiac fibroblasts differ in their reprogramming potential confirms the notion that the cell source plays an important role in the acquisition of cardiac cell-type identity.

Among the 1% of original fibroblasts that ultimately assemble sarcomeres, GHMT induces immature forms of all three cardiac subtypes – atrial, ventricular and PM – at roughly equal proportions. This observation suggests that a remarkable degree of plasticity is hard-wired into iCLMs generated by GHMT. Furthermore, we surmise that a ‘ground-state’ GHMT-reprogrammed iCLM can be manipulated to favor formation of a specific subtype. The details of how cardiac subtype-specific reprogramming can be accomplished, however, remain to be elucidated. Nevertheless, several potential manipulations can be envisioned, including additional transcription factors, key small molecules or other, as yet uncharacterized features inherent to GHMT-reprogrammed cells is distinct from the plasticity observed in progenitor cells, given that iCLMs do not arise from the Nkx2.5+ lineage. Whether a plastic iCLM intermediate exists and
how subtype specification is accomplished are important questions deserving of further investigation.

Our results clearly show that iPMs do not originate from an Nkx2.5+ progenitor cell intermediate (Fig. 8C). Overall, these results are consistent with a direct lineage transformation as shown for GMT (Ieda et al., 2010); however, this contrasts with partial reprogramming approaches for generating CMs that clearly pass through a dividing progenitor cell intermediate (Efe et al., 2011). Interestingly, the fact that Hcn4-GFP+ reprogrammed cells completely exclude the Nkx2.5 lineage strongly argues that iPMs represent lineage-committed cells, as the absence of Nkx2.5 correlates with SAN differentiation. Therefore, the immaturity observed in our reprogrammed iPM cells is probably due to incomplete reprogramming rather than reprogramming of an immature PM progenitor cell. As iPMs are likely to be lineage-committed yet incompletely reprogrammed, we are confident that

Fig. 8. Reprogrammed Hcn4-GFP+ cells are not derived from Nkx2.5+ progenitors or actively dividing intermediates. (A) Schematic diagram of the progenitor cells involved in cardiomyocyte differentiation. A Mesp1+ mesodermal progenitor cell gives rise to an Nkx2.5+ committed cardiac progenitor cell. These cardiac progenitors diversify into the first heart field (FHF) and the Nkx2.5−/Hcn4−/Isl1+ second heart field (SHF). Nkx2.5−/Hcn4− PM cells are derived from an unclear progenitor population. (B) Possible pathways for the generation of Hcn4-GFP+ iPMs: (a) fibroblasts convert into Nkx2.5+/Hcn4−/Isl1− FHF progenitor cells; (b) fibroblasts convert into Nkx2.5+ cardiac progenitors or Nkx2.5−/Hcn4+/Isl1+ FHF progenitors prior to becoming iPM cells; or (c) fibroblasts convert directly into iPM cells without transition through a progenitor cell intermediate. (C) Hcn4-GFP+ cells do not originate from Nkx2.5+ cells. TTFs isolated from Nkx2.5Cre/+; Rosa26tdT/+; Hcn4-GFP+ triple-heterozygous mice were transduced with GHMT and then immunostained for Hcn4-GFP. None of the Hcn4-GFP+ cells co-stained with tdTomato in three independent experiments, each of which started with ∼12×10^3 TTFs. (D) Cells reprogrammed by GHMT do not proliferate. Forty-eight hours after Hcn4-GFP MEFs were transduced with GHMT, they were cultured with 5-ethynyl-2-deoxyuridine (EdU) to label cells that synthesize DNA. Ten days after transduction, GHMT-transduced cells were stained for Hcn4-GFP (green), α-actinin (red) and EdU (orange). EdU+ cells are indicated by white arrows. Almost no Hcn4-GFP+, α-actinin+ or double-positive cells (Hcn4-GFP+/α-actinin+) were labeled by EdU in three independent experiments, each of which started with ∼12×10^3 MEFs isolated from Hcn4-GFP mice. Scale bars: 20 µm.

Fig. 9. Re-calculation of GHMT reprogramming efficiency based on criteria proposed in this study. Schematic diagram showing the various stages of fibroblast reprogramming with GHMT and the associated efficiency of each step (overall efficiency). The major bottlenecks for cardiac reprogramming are the activation of sarcomeric protein expression, organization of the contractile apparatus and CM diversification.
subtle manipulation of the reprogramming process will eventually yield fully functional PM cells. As discussed above, the nature of such manipulations remains to be identified.

The heterogeneous fate of GHMT-reprogrammed fibroblasts might reflect the particular combination of transcription factors expressed in a given cell. For example, fibroblasts transduced with a certain combination (e.g. GMT) might preferentially form iVMs or iAMs, whereas other cells receiving a different combination of factors might be more likely to form iPMs. Alternatively, a cell that becomes an iPIM might express subtly different amounts of a particular transcription factor. Stochastic effects could also contribute to the heterogeneity observed during GHMT-mediated reprogramming. Interestingly, IPS reprogramming has been postulated to occur by distinct stochastic and deterministic phases (Buganim et al., 2012; Polo et al., 2012). By analogy, we speculate that the initial phase of GHMT-mediated reprogramming is a stochastic process; however, once a particular lineage – iAM, iVM or iPIM – has been selected, reprogrammed cells follow a deterministic path towards their eventual fate. Identifying ways to bias this path rationally toward a specific lineage will provide a powerful method for creating individual CM subtypes. Furthermore, future studies exploring the mechanisms that underlie iCLM plasticity might clarify how subtype specificity is accomplished during fibroblast reprogramming, stem cell differentiation and normal heart development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were isolated from E13.5 mouse embryos of Hcn4-GFP reporter or wild-type mice. The embryos were separated from the placenta and surrounding membranes. The head and the internal organs of the chest and abdominal cavities were removed from the embryos. The remaining tissues were minced and digested with trypsin (0.25%) for 15 min at 37°C to obtain single-cell suspensions. The isolated cells were cultured in fibroblast medium containing 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. These cells were trypsinized and replated the following day. Adult tail-tip fibroblasts (TTFs) were isolated using cross-breeding Nkx2.5Cre; Rosa26tdTomato mice (Jackson Laboratory), Hcn4-GFP; Nkx2.5Cre; Rosa26tdTomato mice (Moses et al., 2001) with Rosa26 tdT/+ mice to generate Nkx2.5Cre; Rosa26 tdT/+; Rosa26tdT/+ mice that were used as the recipient strain for all retroviruses used. retroviruses

Generation of retroviruses

Generation of retroviral constructs of mouse Gata4, Hand2, Mef2c and Tbx5 has been previously described (Song et al., 2012). Retroviral constructs were transduced using FuGENE 6 (Promega) into Platinum-E cells (Cell Biolabs). Twenty-four hours after transfection, the viral medium (the medium cultured with Platinum-E cells) was collected and used as virus stock. The mixture replaced the growth medium in the cell culture plate with mouse fibroblasts. Platinum-E cells were replensed with the growth medium (DMEM with 10% FBS). Twenty-four hours later, mouse fibroblasts were re-infected with the second viral medium from Platinum-E cell plate as described above for the first infection. Another 24 h later, viral medium on the plate with mouse fibroblasts was replaced with induction medium, composed of DMEM/199 (4:1), 10% FBS, 5% horse serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 1% non-essential amino acids, 1% essential amino acids, 1% D-27, 1% insulin-selenium-transferrin, 1% vitamin mixture, 1% sodium pyruvate (Invitrogen) and 10% conditioned medium obtained from rat neonatal cardiomyocyte culture in DMEM/199 (4:1) with 5% FBS as described previously (Song et al., 2012). Conditioned medium was filtered through a 0.22 µm filter. This medium was changed every 2-3 days until cells were harvested.

Immunocytochemistry

Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min and permeabilized with permeabilization buffer (0.05% Triton X-100 in PBS) three times for 5 min each at room temperature. Cells were blocked with blocking buffer (universal blocking buffer, BioGenex) for 30 min and then incubated with primary antibodies against cTnT (mouse monoclonal, Thermo Scientific, MS-295-P; 1:400), α-actinin (mouse monoclonal, Sigma, A7811; 1:400), GFP (chicken IgY fraction, Invitrogen, A10262; 1:400), Nppa (rabbit polyclonal, Abgent, AP8534a; 1:200), Myl2 (rabbit polyclonal, Protein Technologies, 10906-1-AP; 1:200), Myl7 (rabbit polyclonal, Protein Technologies, 17283-1-AP; 1:200), Myl7 (mouse monoclonal, Synaptic Systems, 311011; 1:200), Hcn4 (mouse monoclonal, NeuroMab, 75-150; 1:200) for 1 h at room temperature or overnight at 4°C (for anti-Myl2, anti-Myl7 and anti-Hcn4 antibodies). Following washing three times for 5 min each with permeabilization buffer, cells were incubated with appropriate Alexa Fluor secondary antibodies (Invitrogen or Invitrogen or Abbcam) to detect the signal at room temperature for 1 h. After another set of washing (three times for 5 min each with permeabilization buffer), cells were mounted with Vectashield with DAPI and images were captured with Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope. High-resolution confocal images can be found in the online version of this article.

Real-time PCR

Left atrium (LA), left ventricular apex, atrioventricular node (AVN) and SAN were dissected from wild-type C57BL/6 mice at P0. Total RNA was extracted from a pool of three individual heart tissues representing the specific heart regions listed above, 4F-transduced TTFs and uninfected TTFs, using TRIzol (Invitrogen) as per manufacturer’s protocol. Complementary DNA (cDNA) hearts were dissected, washed in ice-cold PBS and placed in cold Balanced Solution (20 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 130 mM NaCl, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 4 mM glucose and 3 mM KCI). The right atrium was manually dissected and minced extensively in a minimal volume of 0.05% trypsin. Atrial tissue was incubated with 0.25% trypsin and agitated for 4 min in a 37°C shaking water bath after allowing tissue to settle for 1 min without agitation. The first fraction was collected by removing the supernatant into a fresh tube containing culture medium (DMEM, 20% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine and 3 mM sodium pyruvate). This cycle was repeated three times to collect a total of four fractions that were pooled, passed through a 100-µm filter and combined with additional culture medium. Cells were pelleted at 800 g for 4 min at 4°C and resuspended in warm culture medium before plating on glass coverslips that had been previously coated with 2% gelatin for at least 10 min. After initial plating, the medium was changed after 72 h and every 48 h thereafter.
was synthesized by reverse transcription for real-time (quantitative) PCR (RT-qPCR) using the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen). RT-qPCR was performed with Power SYBR Green 2× Master Mix in a Light Cycler and analyzed with SDS2.4 software (Applied Biosystems). Relative gene expression was normalized to GAPDH. Primer sequences are shown below. Hcn4 F: 5′-TTGACTGCGAGGTCTCAAAAAC-3′; Hcn4 R: 5′-CAGTGCTAGTCTGGGAAGG-3′; Col1a1 F: 5′-TAGGCCATTTGCTGCAAG-3′; Col1a1 R: 5′-ACATCTGACCTGTTGGACCT-3′; Col1a2 F: 5′-AGACAGCTTGGAAACCTCT-3′; Col1a2 R: 5′-AAGAGGTTCATCTGGCCCT-3′; Col1a3 F: 5′-TAGGACTGCAACGCTGCT-3′; Col1a3 R: 5′-GGAAATCTGGTCCTTACACC-3′; GAPDH F: 5′-TIGGAGCAAATACTCCAC-3′; GAPDH R: 5′-CGTCCCGTATGACAAAA-TGGT-3′.

Electrophysiology

Endogenous or induced CMs were cultured at low density to ensure identification of single cells. Beating cells were found under visual guidance using infrared differential interference contrast (IR-DIC) and GFP-fluorescence to identify GFP+ cells. Action potentials of neonatal endogenous CMs were recorded at 4-6 days in culture after isolation. Induced CMs were recorded at 2-3 weeks post infection. Recordings were made at 30°C in a submersion chamber perfused at 3 ml/min with oxygenated Tyrode solution containing: 150 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 1.8 mM CaCl₂, 10 mM glucose, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4. Whole-cell recordings were performed on cultured endogenous or induced CMs using recording pipettes (~5 MΩ) filled with an intracellular solution containing: 135 mM KCl, 5 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM CaCl₂, 1 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM HEPES, 4 mM ATP-Mg, 0.4 mM GTP-Na, 14 mM phosphocreatine-di(Tris) at pH 7.2 and 285 mOsm. Series and input resistance were measured in voltage clamp mode with a 400 ms, 5 mV step. Statistical significance was considered for all 12 cells, the subtype identity based on immunostaining matched the assignment based on electrophysiology.

Statistical analysis

All data are expressed as mean±s.d. except where indicated. P values were generated using Student’s two-tailed t-test or one-way ANOVA, and statistical significance was considered for P<0.05.
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